Abstract. Links build the backbone of the Linked Data Cloud. With the steady growth in size of datasets comes an increased need for end users to know which frameworks to use for deriving links between datasets. In this survey, we comparatively evaluate current Link Discovery tools and frameworks. For this purpose, we outline general requirements and derive a generic architecture of Link Discovery frameworks. Based on this generic architecture, we study and compare the features of state-ofthe-art linking frameworks. We also analyze reported performance evaluations for the different frameworks. Finally, we derive insights pertaining to possible future developments in the domain of Link Discovery.
Introduction
Over the last years, the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud has been the most well-known incarnation of the Linked Data Principles. The intention behind this set of interlinked datasets is to create the initial seed for the machine-readable extension of the current Web dubbed the Data Web. While partly very large datasets are being added to the LOD Cloud on a regular basis (e.g., Linked TCGA [56] ), they are only sparsely linked with other datasets. Recent studies show that 44% of the LOD datasets are not connected to other datasets at all [58] . This problem is of major importance as links are central for manifold applications including federated queries [55] and answering complex questions [59, 68] . The main reason for this blatant lack of links in the LOD Cloud lies in the creation of links being a very tedious process when carried out manually. This is especially true when dealing with large knowledge bases which contain a very large number of resources. For example, creating links between DBpedia 1 (4.5 million resources) and LinkedGeoData 2 (1+ million resources) would last several decades if checking whether two resources should be linked lasted 1ms.
Several software tools and frameworks have already been developed to address the link discovery problem especially to identify semantically equivalent objects in different data sources. The basic intuition behind most of these approaches is to reduce the link discovery problem to a similarity computation problem: Given two sets of resources S and T , the goal is to automatically find pairs of resources in S × T that should be linked with each other, e.g., according to a owl:sameAs relationship. Two main problems arise when dealing with link discovery in this manner: achieving both a high effectiveness and a high efficiency of the linking process. A high effectiveness requires finding (almost) all links between two given sources without deriving incorrect links. Achieving this goal requires finding a suitable link configuration or specification [24, 40] specifying the similarity condition(s) two resources s ∈ S and t ∈ T have to comply with in order to count as a being in the input relation. Even when given a suitable link specification, we have to address the efficiency problem since a naïve implementation which compares all elements of S with all elements of T would have a complexity of O(|S| · |T |).
Link discovery and the related problems of entity resolution or object matching are being studied extensively. A large number of techniques have already been described in several surveys and books, e.g., [15, 71, 7] , In contrast to these works, we focus on surveying and comparing the currently available link discovery tools and frameworks. The goal is thus to survey the stateof-the-art in existing solutions which could be applied to solve specific linking tasks. Our comparison is based on numerous criteria derived from major requirements as well as from the steps of a generic link discovery workflow that we will present in the following sections. The workflow takes into account the newest developments in this research area including support for learning-based configurations and human interaction. We will first present a functional comparison of eleven current frameworks. We will consider published performance evaluations for the considered tools including the outcome of instance-level benchmarks of the Ontology Evaluation Alignment Initiative (OAEI). We will try to assess the used evaluation criteria and comparability of the achieved results.
We expect the presented criteria and methodology to be useful to comparatively evaluate additional tools. We plan to continuously extend and update the tool comparison under http://aksw.org/ projects/linkinglod.
Problem statement and requirements

Link Discovery Problem
The Link Discovery (LD) problem can be described as follows: Given two sets of resources S and T (for example about movies) and a relation R (e.g., owl:sameAs or dbo:producer), find all pairs (s, t) ∈ S × T such that R(s, t) holds. The result is represented as a set of links called a mapping: M S,T = {(a i , R, b j )|a i ∈ A, b j ∈ B}. Optionally a similarity score (sim ∈ [0, 1]) computed by an LD tool can be added to the entries of mappings to express the confidence of a computed link. In this case, links can be represented as quadruples (a i , R, b j , sim(a i , b j )).
Solving the LD problem is challenging due to the typically large volume and semantic heterogeneity of datasets making it difficult to meet major requirements such as high effectiveness and high efficiency. These and further requirements are part of the LD problem and will be discussed in the next subsection. LD has many similarities with the problem of entity resolution (also called deduplication, reference reconciliation or object matching) that has already been extensively addressed [11, 29, 7] . In particular, similar techniques for evaluating the similarity between objects and for improving the efficiency can be applied. Still there are significant differences between LD and entity resolution that have lead to the development of specific tools for LD. Most entity resolution approaches focus on homogeneous datasets of relatively simple, structured objects, described by a set of single-valued attributes (see for example the benchmark datasets in [30] ). By contrast, the resources for LD can be heterogeneous and highly interrelated within the datasets. In particular, resources such as DBpedia or LinkedGeoData usually abide by an ontology, which describes the properties that resources of a certain type can have as well as the relations between the classes that the resources instantiate. Thus, the LD process usually involves an ontology and an instance matching part (see general workflow in Figure 1 ). Furthermore, entity resolution techniques focus on finding semantically equivalent objects while LD aims at identifying diverse relations (including owl:sameAs as well as domain-specific relations).
Requirements
As mentioned before, supporting a high effectiveness and efficiency are two main requirements for a LD framework. In the following we pose further requirements and desiderata such as low manual effort for configuration and tuning, support for online LD as well as the provision of a powerful infrastructure.
Effectiveness: A LD tool should generate mappings of high-quality w.r.t. common measures such as precision, recall and F-measure. Hence, results should be precise, i.e., the links generated by a given framework should be correct (precision). A LD tool should also generate as many as possible links to ensure completeness. In summary, only links between resources that really belong together should be produced. This aim is usually achieved by a combination of different LD methods. Systems may support rather simple matching techniques such as string similarity comparisons for labels (e.g., [48] ) but also complex ones, e.g., by considering the semantic neighborhood of a resource or by reusing already available links [25, 44] . Furthermore, a LD tool should support different link types [69] . In our comparison we will evaluate which LD methods are supported by an LD tool and which effectiveness could be demonstrated in benchmark evaluations.
Efficiency: A LD tool should be fast and scalable to large datasets, e.g., with hundreds of thousands or millions of resources. A naive, non-scalable approach evaluates all possible pairs of resources (Cartesian product) resulting in a quadratic complexity. Hence, a main efficiency goal is to reduce the search space so that the evaluation of irrelevant pairs of resources is largely avoided. Another general optimization approach is parallel LD on multiple cores or multiple nodes in a cluster. This includes the utilization of modern hardware and infrastructures such as graphical processing units (GPU) or Hadoop-based clusters [40] .
Low Configuration and Tuning Effort: Achieving a high effectiveness generally demands complex link specifications with the combined use of multiple similarity measures and adequate settings for configuration parameters such as similarity thresholds. Manually specifying such configurations is very difficult and time-consuming so that this effort should largely be reduced by automated approaches. This can be achieved by learning-based methods, e.g., by supervised approaches using training data of matching or non-matching pairs of resources. Alternatively, the LD framework can analyze the datasets, e.g., to select suitable similarity measures or properties to evaluate. In order to really reduce the manual configuration effort, the automated approaches should not introduce a significant extra configuration, e.g., for providing training data or specifying new tuning parameters.
Online and Offline LD: In addition to a classical offline execution of LD, applications such as mashups or on-demand query systems demand an online LD to integrate data from several data sources at runtime. Hence, a LD tool should support such a runtime or adhoc LD, e.g., by providing an appropriate API. Typically, the number of resources to be linked in this way is small thereby facilitating a sufficiently fast execution.
Powerful infrastructure: The support for LD discussed in the previous desiderata requires a set of powerful and easy-to-use tools. In particular, a LD tool should come with flexible libraries with different similarity functions, support different performance optimizations and provide different possibilities to access data sources for LD and a graphical user interface to display and configure the workflow. Furthermore, the specified LD workflow should be executable on different platforms, preferably with parallel processing. Besides, mechanisms for collaborative work in groups or crowd-sourcing should be provided to more easily overcome problems like labeling of training data or the generation of gold standards. Overall, a tool should be designed domain-independent but it should be possible to flexibly customize it for specific LD tasks, e.g., linking geographical resources or knowledge from the life sciences.
LD workflow
Current LD frameworks mostly apply workflows consisting of several steps to perform LD. In most cases, these workflows are instantiations of the generic workflow shown in Figure 1 . This workflow is a generalization of the architecture given by analysing the latter on compared LD frameworks (starting in section 4). The input of the workflow includes the two datasets (source, target) to be linked, configuration parameters and optional background knowledge resources. The input data may be provided in the form of RDF/OWL dumps or in the form of a SPARQL endpoint for querybased data access. Linking may be restricted to a subset of a data source, e.g., instances of a particular class, as for example a geographic data source contains settlements and there is no need to compare these with actors from a more generic data source such as DBpedia. The configuration input may either be a complete linking specification (e.g., rules for comparing resources) or selected parameters such as similarity thresholds. Training data required for learning-based linking is another kind of configuration input. Optionally, tools can make use of further knowledge resources such as dictionaries or previously determined mappings for reuse. The output of the workflow is the set of found links or correspondences representing a mapping between the source and target datasets.
The generic workflow itself has three main phases: preprocessing, matching (similarity computation) and postprocessing. Preprocessing in turn deals with two important tasks: finalizing the linking specification (configuration) and improving runtime efficiency, e.g., by reducing the search space for similarity computa- tions in the main match phase. Preprocessing may also include preparatory steps to transform and clean the input data, e.g., to remove stop words or resolve abbreviations. While matching is completely automatic there may be user interaction for preprocessing, e.g., to label training data for learning-based linking, and postprocessing, e.g., to verify computed links with a lower confidence.
In the following we describe the two preprocessing steps about configuration and runtime optimization as well as the match and postprocessing phases and their implementation alternatives in more detail. In the tool evaluation we will study which of the different options are applied.
Configuration
LD is typically based on evaluating the similarity of resources according to one or several criteria. Each criterion is based on a specific similarity measure or similarity function and compares either properties or the semantic context of resources. For example two movies may be linked by a owl:sameAs property based on the similarity of their titles, their release years and the set of actors who starred in them. Specifying a linking configuration thus entails the specification of the elements (properties, context) to evaluate as well as the similarity measures to apply (e.g., a 3-gram string similarity, Jaccard similarity for sets or numerical difference) and a way to derive a combined linking decision from the individual similarity values, e.g., based on similarity thresholds to meet.
According to [29] , different similarity values may be combined either numerically or using rule-based or workflow-based approaches. Numerical approaches aggregate different similarity values, e.g., by taking a weighted average, and apply a single similarity threshold to the aggregated value. Rule-based approaches use so-called match rules to derive a match or link decision. Such rules define logical combinations of conditions, e.g., 3-gram similarity for title > 0.9 and equal release year. Workflow-based approaches are less common and assume the iterative calculation of different similarity values during the match phase to determine a link decision. For example, one could first calculate the string similarity for a selected property and then apply a more expensive context-based similarity measure (e.g., for the set of movie actors) only for pairs of resources with a high similarity for the first criterion [67, 38] .
A manual definition of effective linking specifications such as match rules is difficult to achieve in many cases even for domain experts. Hence, it is desirable to automate at least some of the decisions such as selecting the properties or the similarity measures to evaluate. This is achieved by adaptive LD approaches that analyze characteristics of the input data to achieve a partially automated specification of the linking configuration [42, 3, 72, 35, 19] .
Alternatively, learning-based approaches can be applied to semi-automatically or automatically derive a linking specification. The proposed learning approaches for this purpose are mostly supervised, i.e., they depend an suitable training data consisting of pairs of resources which are labeled as matching (linking) or non-matching. The learned classification model may be based on different learning techniques such as decision trees, SVM or genetic algorithms. Labeling training data is often a manual step requiring the interaction of humans. The manual labeling effort may be kept feasible by crowdsourcing. Alternatively, the amount of training can be limited by active learning where user feedback is only requested for a smaller amount of controversial pairs where a similarity function cannot find a clear linking decision. Learningbased approaches may also be unsupervised, thereby avoiding the need for training data. However, these approaches may still require the specification of critical parameters such as suitable similarity or distance measures and threshold values [45, 35] .
Runtime optimization
The main approach to optimize the runtime for LD during preprocessing is a reduction of the search space to avoid that the Cartesian Product of the input datasets S × T needs to be evaluated. This is mainly supported by two complementary approaches called blocking and filtering. Blocking partitions the datasets into multiple partitions or blocks such that links are only determined between resources of the same partition. There are several approaches with disjoint or overlapping partitions for this, e.g., standard blocking (based on a predefined blocking key) or canopy clustering [4, 7] . Furthermore, multiple blocking keys may be applied to partition the input according to several criteria so that the likelihood of finding all links is improved. The blocking key is commonly based on attribute or property values, e.g., one could partition movies according to the first three letters of the movie title or according to last name of the movie director. Resources can also be partitioned based on their associated ontology concepts if both data sources have comparable concepts, e.g., the genre of movies. We will call such an approach concept-based blocking.
Filtering utilizes details of the linking configuration, such as the similarity measure or similarity threshold, to filter pairs of records that cannot meet the similarity condition. For example, token-based string similarity measures such as the Jaccard or Dice similarity can only exceed a certain threshold if the input strings are of similar length and share a certain number of tokens [5] . Preprocessing can support the efficient execution of such filters in the match phase, e.g., by creating a token index.
Blocking and filtering can jointly be applied, e.g., to reduce the number of comparisons for partition-wise linking. Furthermore, both approaches can be utilized in combination with parallel LD [28, 40] .
Match approaches
The main phase of the LD workflow applies the linking specification and evaluates the specified similarity measures on the pairs of resources that still need to be considered according to the used blocking or filter methods. An LD tool typically has a library of different match techniques (or matchers) that apply a similarity measure on the resources to link with each other. These matchers have been categorized as either element-or structure-based [54, 14] depending on whether they evaluate simple resource elements such as atomic property values (literals) or whether they consider the context of resources (e.g., related instances or the ontological context), Element-level matchers are most common and can be based on similarity measures for strings (n-gram, TF/IDF, edit distance, etc.) [6] , numbers or domain-specific data types such as geographical coordinates. They are typically applied on matching of comparable properties of resources that have been specified as part of the linking specification (either manually or automatically). Similarity computation may also utilize different kinds of background knowledge such as general-purpose or domain-specific dictionaries and thesauri.
Structure-or context-based matchers are more sophisticated and aim at deriving the similarity of resources from the similarity of their context. There is a large spectrum of possible approaches depending on what context and which similarity computation is applied. For example, some approaches use so-called anchor links between highly similar resources as a seed to iteratively find matching entities in the sets of their related entities [25, 21] . The search for matches can also be confined to instances of equivalent or related classes thereby utilizing the ontological context.
A promising LD approach is to utilize already existing links and mappings to find new links. Based on the transitivity of the equality relation one can compose several owl:sameAs links to derive new owl:sameAs links. Effective strategies for such a composition of mappings and links have been proposed and evaluated in [18] . Public mapping repositories such as BioPortal [51] or LinkLion [33] support the publication of links and thus their reuse for determining new links.
Postprocessing
In the final phase the results of the matchers need to be combined and the links need to be selected from the set of candidate links according to the linking specification, e.g., by applying a match rule or a learned classification model. The resulting links may be further refined or repaired to avoid inconsistencies, such as the violation of ontological or application-specific constraints. For example, one could request a 1:1 mapping so that each instance is linked with at most one instance of the other input dataset. Hence, postprocessing could enforce this restriction by selecting the best link per instance, e.g., with the highest computed confidence value. Human feedback is generally helpful during postprocessing to verify the correctness of computed links.
Functional Comparison
In this section, we provide a functional comparison of eleven state-of-the-art frameworks for LD based on the requirements and the general LD workflow discussed in the previous sections. The selection of tools was further based on the following criteria:
-participation in the OAEI instance matching benchmark track with relatively good performance or -learning-based approach for LD and published evaluation results. Table 1 lists the considered frameworks with their originating organization, their first LD-related publication and further criteria that allows a rough grouping of the tools. Seven of the tools have participated in the instance matching contest of the OAEI. The remaining four frameworks (Silk, LIMES, KnoFuss and RuleMiner) support among others learning-based approaches for determining linking specifications. A further criterion indicates that four of the seven tools of the first group have support for pure ontology matching in addition to instance matching. In fact, these frameworks (RiMOM, AgreementMaker, LogMap and CODI) mostly started with ontology matching and supported instance matching later. Due to the generality of the LD workflow and the given requirements the followed approach for tool evaluation and comparison can be easily applied to further LD frameworks.
For the more detailed comparison of the tools we summarize their main features in Tables 2 and 3 for the mentioned two groups of 7+4 systems. The considered criteria belong to the following categories largely following the steps of the introduced LD workflow:
-Supported input formats -Configuration approach -Runtime optimizations -Match approaches -Postprocessing -Support for parallel processing -User interface (GUI support) and interaction -General availability
In the following subsections we will discuss these aspects for the different frameworks. Finally we will summarize our observations from the functional comparison and relate these to the posed requirements.
Data input
Nine of the eleven tools accept the input datasets in RDF file format while two frameworks (AgreementMaker, SERIMI) need to retrieve the data exclusively from SPARQL endpoints. While SPARQL endpoints support a flexible and dynamic data access they can cause availability and performance problems. In addition to RDF, CODI, LogMap and RiMOM additionally support OWL input files. Access to SPARQL endpoints is also supported by the learning-based tools Silk, LIMES and KnoFuss. Dynamic data access with SPARQL typically uses a restriction to certain classes (e.g., books, settlements) thereby limiting the data volume and search space for finding links. While all frameworks are generic and can thus deal with data from different domains and for different applications some tools have also specifically been used for general web data, e.g., to evaluate a real e-commerce dataset [34] or to support question answering tasks combining Linked Data and web data [31] .
Surprisingly, a large number of the considered frameworks does not seem to rely on external background knowledge such as dictionaries or already known links and mappings (except for the use of selected links for training supervised approaches to learn link specifications). This is in strong contrast to ontology matching where virtually all current tools utilize 
Configuration
Most frameworks can only determine owl:sameAs links or equivalent instances. LIMES and Silk also support additional link types which need to be manually specified by the tool user.
Four frameworks rely on a purely manually specified linking configuration (CODI, LogMap, AgreementMaker, Zhishi.links). For several matchers the resulting similarity values are combined according to a weighted average approach or a match rule. The learning-based tools KnoFuss, Silk and LIMES also support manually specified match rules. Four tools (Ri-MOM, SERIMI, SLINT+, RuleMiner) already follow a semi-automatic, adaptive linking specification by analyzing the datasets and identifying the most discriminating properties. For example, if publications have to be matched, the title will be more discriminating than the venue of the publication. SERIMI is limited to only a single property to be selected for matching. Further parameters such as similarity thresholds have to be manually specified.
Silk, LIMES and RuleMiner support supervised learning of a linking specification. Silk and LIMES employ genetic programming with batch or active learning [22, 34] . RuleMiner uses an iterative clustering approach maximizing a likelihood function assuming a close to 1:1 mapping of instances from source to target dataset [47] . Genetic programming starts from a set of random link specifications and uses the evolutionary principles of selection and variation to evolve these specifications until a linking condition meets a predefined optimization criterion (fitness function) or a maximal number of iterations is reached. For supervised learning, manually labeled link candidates are used within the genetic algorithm to find link specifications that come close to the match decisions for the training data. Active learning aims at reducing the labeling effort for training data and applies an interactive labeling of automatically chosen link candidates [22] . Link candidates for active learning are selected to optimize criteria such as entropy or the similarity correlation to unlabeled instances [41] .
KnoFuss and LIMES also implement an unsupervised learning of the linking specification [45, 35] . The approaches also utilize genetic programming but try Table 2 Characteristics of proposed LD frameworks ("-" means not existing, "?" unclear from publication, "*" supported in respective ontology matching framework, 1 no answer on form submission) Table 3 Characteristics of learning-based LD frameworks. "-" means not existing, "*" investigated in [20] [45, 36, 35] . In KnoFuss, the candidate linking specifications aggregate the weighted similarity values for several string matchers and require the aggregated similarity value to exceed a certain threshold. The approach thus has to select the matchers, determine their weights, the aggregation function (e.g., average or max) and the similarity threshold.
Runtime optimization
Silk is one of the few frameworks implementing an explicit blocking to reduce the search space. They support the (manual) specification of multiple blocking keys, i.e., only instances sharing one of the blocking keys must be compared with each other. A multidimensional index is applied to implement this strategy [24] . An implicit blocking is achieved by preselecting in the input specification the classes to be processed but this does not allow to a-priori reduce the search space for the instances of a class which may be numerous.
The main approach to improve runtime in the considered tools is filtering, especially by utilizing inverted index structures. This optimization focuses mostly on a specific property and similarity measure (matcher). For example token-based string similarity measures such as Jaccard require matching values to share several tokens. Hence all pairs without a common token can be excluded from the comparison. An inverted index allows one to quickly determine the instances that still must be considered. LIMES applies this filtering idea for metric spaces by exploiting the triangular inequality to exclude instances from match comparisons [39] . Newer algorithms implemented in LIMES use space tiling to improve the runtime of measures with Minkowski or orthodromic distances [37] . The idea behind space tiling is to portion the spaces implied by the measures so as to compare the elements of the each tile with a small number of other tiles while ensuring that all links can be found.
Matching strategies
All tools support element-level matchers on selected properties based on string similarity measures such as edit distance, n-gram, or Jaccard [6] . Only few tools (Zhishi.links, Silk, LIMES) also support built-in numerical similarity measures (e.g., Euclidean distance) or domain-specific measures such as for geographical coordinates. Except SERIMI, all frameworks can match on more than one property [2] . The similarity values of different matchers are combined according to the linking specification (match rule, weighted average or according to a learned linking specification).
In addition to simple matching on property values five frameworks (CODI, LogMap, AgreementMaker, Zhishi.links, RuleMiner) already apply a structural matching based on the ontology structure to find links. LogMap and CODI apply an iterative anchor-based matching approach. Within the instances of comparable concepts so-called anchor links are determined first between almost identical instances. Both LogMap and CODI then use information from the ontology to iteratively extend the existing mapping by evaluating the similarity of related instances, either utilizing objectproperty-assertions [21] or logical reasoning [27] . In LogMap the similarity computation is performed by an algorithm called ISUB [65] that combines three different metrics. CODI simply employs a threshold-based edit distance [49] .
The structural matching in AgreementMaker is based on its approach used for ontology matching. Zhishi.links applies a two-step matching approach. Initially it determines property-based similarities. The results are filtered via a threshold and the similarities are then semantically refined based on the similarity of related resources in the ontological context [48] . RuleMiner tries to derive the equivalence decision between instances not only from the similarity of property values but also from references to shared instances [47] .
Postprocessing
The main task of postprocessing is to select the links according to the linking specification, e.g., by applying a match rule taking into account the computed similarity values. Additional verification steps are applied by LogMap and CODI to avoid that inconsistent mappings are determined. These tools also support pure ontology matching where such postprocessing steps are quite common. Specifically, LogMap applies logical reasoning [26] and CODI utilizes logical coherence checks to identify links contradicting ontological restrictions [50] . Furthermore, KnoFuss, LIMES and RuleMiner employ postprocessing strategies to ensure that every instance in the source can only have at most one corresponding instance in the target dataset [45, 34] .
Support for parallel LD
For high efficiency and scalability, support for parallel LD is beneficial. In addition to utilizing multiple processors of a single node parallel LD may also use several nodes in a distributed cluster, e.g., running Apache Hadoop with MapReduce. Four of the eleven frameworks already support a MapReduce implementation: LIMES [20] , Zhishi.links [48] , RuleMiner [47] and Silk 3 . For Zhishi.links and RuleMiner, MapReduce is mandatory. Unfortunately, the use of MapReduce typically incurs a substantial overhead, e.g., for the disk-based exchange of data between machines, which cannot be compensated by parallel processing for smaller datasets. Hence, the use of MapReduce is mainly viable for very large LD tasks (according to [40] for more than 10 9 comparisons). Another promising option is using parallel processing on massively parallel graphic processors (GPUs) as already explored in [40] . A restriction for GPU computations is the limited memory of the GPU. Hence, it is mainly promising for smaller problem sizes, e.g., of up to 10 6 comparisons [40] . While these optimizations have already been studied in the context of the mentioned tools they are not always an integral part of the available tool versions as they require a specific infrastructure (Hadoop cluster or GPU).
User interface and interaction
User interfaces for the eleven frameworks range from simple command line interfaces (with diverging sets of options) over stand-alone installations to web applications. Only four tools (LogMap, AgreementMaker, LIMES, Silk) support a GUI for convenient interactive use (Tables 2 and 3 ). Furthermore, Silk [23] and LIMES 4 mention the availability of an API to call the LD functionality from other programs.
Availability for other researchers
As seen in Tables 2 and 3 all tools (except AgreementMaker and RuleMiner) are publicly available; five tools even follow an Open Source strategy.
Summarizing observations
The considered tools provide a very good general availability providing a rich choice for interested users and researchers. In the following, we will discuss how the described features relate to the requirements for LD frameworks introduced in section 2.2. We also mention missing features and thus opportunities for future improvement. The discussion may help selecting a tool for use although we cannot make a recommendation for a specific framework. This is also because the main requirements of high effectiveness and high efficiency would require comparable and meaningful benchmark results. However, this is still an open issue as we will discuss in section 5.
Effectiveness: Effectiveness is mainly influenced by the matchers applied and their configuration and combination. Most of the considered tools only support rather simple property-based matchers; the more advanced structural match techniques are available in five tools. The potential of utilizing already existing links and mappings as well as other background knowledge such as dictionaries is not yet exploited, with the ex-4 http://aksw.org/Projects/LIMES.html ception of the use of a handcrafted synonym list in Zhishi.links. Support for finding link types other than owl:sameAs is only provided by Silk and LIMES. Except for SERIMI, all frameworks support the combined use of several matchers. Given the difficulty to manually select and configure multiple matchers, adaptive and learning-based configuration approaches may be more effective than manually configured ones although they introduce new difficulties such as the provision of suitable training data.
Efficiency: This is mainly addressed by filtering techniques for specific matchers rather than more general blocking approaches to reduce the search space. Parallel processing based on MapReduce is supported by four tools but it is a rather heavy-weight approach requiring a suitable Hadoop cluster environment. Other options such as the use of GPUs or newer Hadoop (in-memory) processing frameworks such as Apache Spark are not yet supported.
Configuration and tuning effort: Most tools already support advanced methods for semi-automatic configuration of linking specifications, in four cases based on learning approaches such as genetic programming. The learning-based approaches also allow a manual specification of match rules, thereby providing maximal flexibility.
Online and Offline LD: While offline LD is possible with all tools, support for online LD is still limited. Five frameworks can retrieve data at runtime from SPARQL endpoints. Four tools provide a web or graphical user interface to interactively start a LD workflow. From these, only Silk and LIMES allow an interactive configuration via a web interface. An API for external access as desirable to implement online LD in applications such as mashups is only available for Silk and LIMES.
Powerful infrastructure: Most frameworks are rather powerful providing many configuration possibilities based on different similarity functions and matchers. As already mentioned four LD frameworks support parallel matching using MapReduce. LogMap, AgreementMaker, Silk and LIMES provide GUI support for easy user interaction. The learning-based tools KnoFuss, Silk and LIMES provide the most options for linking configuration and runtime optimization.
Comparison of evaluation results
In this section, we analyze the published evaluation results for the considered frameworks. Special emphasis is given to results for the Ontology Evaluation Alignment Initiative (OAEI) 5 in the instance matching track aiming on an evaluation of different systems under the same conditions.
Similarly to previous evaluation studies on entity resolution [7, 29] we consider the following criteria:
-Format of input data (RDF, OWL, etc.).
-Determined link types, -Real vs. artificial (synthetic) datasets: artificial datasets are typically created by systematically changing real instances to create create similar (matching) instances to identify by the evaluated approaches. This supports the generation of large datasets for scalability experiments. -Considered data sources and domains.
-Effectiveness: achieved linking quality in terms of precision, recall and F-measure w.r.t. a perfect linking result (gold standard). -Efficiency: runtime results and scalability to large data volumes.
In the following we first describe the results for OAEI instance matching benchmarks which provide the best possible comparability for the different tools so far. Afterwards we briefly discuss observations from additional evaluations and summarize the main findings.
OAEI benchmark tests
The Ontology Evaluation Alignment Initiative (OAEI) performs yearly contests since 2005 to comparatively evaluate current tools for ontology and instance matching. The original focus has been on ontology matching but since 2009 instance matching has also been a regular evaluation track. As already discussed in the previous section, seven of the eleven tools have already participated in this track. Even three of the four learningbased frameworks used some of the OAEI test cases for their evaluations. Despite this situation, the analysis of the results for the OAEI benchmark is made complicated because the tasks and the participating systems change every year. Table 4 gives an overview over the OAEI instance matching tasks in five contests from 2010 until 2014. Most tasks have only been used in one year while others like IIMB have been changed in different years. Most tests are based on artificially changed datasets where values and the structural context of instances have been modified in a controlled way. The tests cover different domains (life sciences, people, geography, etc.) and LOD data sources (DBpedia, Freebase, GeoNames, NYTimes, etc.). Frequently the benchmarks consist of several match (linking) tasks to cover a certain spectrum of complexity. The number of instances is rather small in all tests with a maximal size of a data source of 9,958 or fewer instances. The evaluation focus has been solely on the effectiveness (e.g., F-Measure) while runtime efficiency has not been measured. Almost all tasks focus on identifying equivalent instances (owl:sameAs links).
We briefly characterize the different OAEI tasks as follows.
IIMB and Sandbox (SB)
The IIMB benchmark has been part of the 2010, 2011 and 2012 contests and consists of 80 test cases using synthetically modified datasets derived from instances of 29 Freebase concepts. The tests and number of instances vary from year to year but the tests are generally of a very small size (e.g., at most 375 instances in 2012). The Sandbox (SB) benchmark from 2012 is very similar to IIMB but limited to 10 different test cases [1] .
PR (Persons/Restaurant) This benchmark is based on real person and restaurant instance data which are artificially modified by adding duplicates and variations of property values. The dataset is relatively small with about 500-600 instances in the restaurant data source and even less in the person data source. [12] DI-NYT (Data Interlinking -NYT) This 2011 benchmark includes seven tasks to link about 10,000 instances from the NYT data source to DBpedia, Freebase and GeoNames instances. The perfect match result contains about 31,000 owl:sameAs links to be identified [13] .
RDFT This 2013 benchmark is also of small size (430 instances) and uses several tests with differently modified DBpedia data. For the first time in the OAEI instance matching track, no reference mapping is provided for the actual evaluation task. Instead, training data with an appropriate reference mapping is given for each test case thereby supporting frameworks relying on supervised learning [17] .
OAEI 2014 Two benchmark tasks have to be performed in 2014, the first one (id-rec) requiring the identification of the same real-world book entities (sameAs links). For this purpose, 1,330 book instances have to be matched with with 2,649 synthetically modifies instances in the target dataset. Data transformations include changes like the substitution of book titles and labels with keywords as well as language transformations. The second task (sim-rec) requires determining the similarity of pairs of instances which do not reflect the same real-world entities. This addresses common preprocessing tasks, e.g., to reduce the search space for LD. In 2014, the central evaluation platform SEALS [16] is used for instance matching, too. Still, no runtime evaluation is provided for the instance matching task. The sim-rec task [10] is not further evaluated in this paper. Table 5 shows the participation of the considered tools in the different OAEI contests and benchmarks. Overall, many tools participated only once or twice (AgreementMaker, SERIMI, Zhishi.links, SLINT+) and several benchmarks have only been evaluated by one or two systems (IIMB 2010, 2011 and 2012, SB, DI 2010, id-rec 2014). The learning-based tools have used the PR and DI-NYT benchmarks but not within the contest so that a direct comparability is not given. This is because outside the contest tools could apply a more intensive tuning and utilize additional information such as training data. Our comparison will thus focus on the benchmarks with most participants: PR, DI-NYT and RDFT. Table 6 shows the reported F-Measure results for the PR benchmark tasks for matching people and restaurant records. The original reference mapping proved to be erroneous so that it was corrected after the OAEI contest making it difficult to compare the achieved results. Within the contest the RiMOM system could clearly outperform the CODI system. The evaluations outside the competition used the corrected reference mapping and show especially good results for KnoFuss. In general, the small size of the linking problems and the achievable F-Measure of 0.98-1.0 indicate hat the benchmark tasks are easy to solve.
Evaluation results of OAEI tasks
The F-Measure results for the DI-NYT benchmark in Table 7 ) indicate a more diverse situation. From the three frameworks participating in the contest, Zhishi-links achieved the best results with consistent F-Measure values between 0.87 and 0.97 for the seven tasks. By contrast, AgreementMaker and SERIMI performed somewhat worse due to problems for one or two of the tasks. The results reported for the three systems that did not participate in the contest are generally better. The achievable F-measure results for all tasks are between 0.93 and 0.99 indicating that these tasks are also relatively easy to solve.
F-Measure results for RDFT benchmark from the OAEI 2013 contest are summarized in Table 8 . Again, the different tasks could be solved to a large degree with maximal F-Measure values between 0.96 and 1.0. The overall best results are achieved by Ri-MOM followed by SLINT+ and LogMap. The 2014 id-rec task turned out to be much more challenging. From the two participants, RiMOM again outperformed LogMap with a F-Measure result of only 0.56 vs. 0.10.
In summary, most of the OAEI instance benchmarks so far have been of small size and relatively easy to solve or attracted only few frameworks participating in the contest. RiMOM could outperform competing systems in three different benchmarks. The frameworks using OAEI benchmarks outside the contest achieved generally very good results that unfortunately are not directly comparable with the results for the frameworks participating in the OAEI contests. Runtime values and thus scalability have not yet been evaluated for OAEI instance matching.
Other evaluations
The learning-based frameworks KnoFuss, LIMES, Silk and RuleMiner did not yet participate in the OAEI contest but evaluated their effectiveness and runtime efficiency with their own evaluations. SLINT+ also has been evaluated beyond the OAEI test cases [42] . The used evaluation datasets are either very broad such as DBpedia or Freebase or come from different domains, e.g., life sciences (e.g., DrugBank, LinkedCT, DailyMed), geography (e.g., GeoNames, GeoNames, LinkedGeoData), and publications (e.g., DBLP, BNB). Unfortunately the evaluation studies typically used different test cases with specific configurations so that the results can hardly be compared with each other. For example, Silk [22] and LIMES [34] both evaluate a LinkedMDB-DBpedia dataset but use varying numbers of entities. Similarly, reported execution times strongly depend on the used hardware configuration so that they mainly serve to show the relative performance of the respective system w.r.t. different data sizes and other configuration parameters.
Several of the non-OAEI evaluation tests focus on scalability by analyzing LD for large datasets [39, 42, 70, 45, 47] . One example is the evaluation of RuleMiner in [47] with the largest dataset (GeoNames) of over 8 million instances and a mapping size of 317, 433 links. The correctness of computed links was manually checked only for a sample of 1000 links to keep the manual effort manageable. However, a comparative evaluation of the scalability for different tools is still missing.
For genetic programming algorithms, efficiency largely depends on the number of needed iterations. As an example, Silk needed 2,558s for 25 iterations to link DrugBank with DBpedia but already 21,387s (factor 8) for 50 iterations [22] . The selection phase of the genetic algorithm also faces a quadratic complexity w.r.t. the data volume. Hence, random sampling is applied to reduce the number of possible candidates for the generation of the next population. Again, runtime and quality of the results compete with each other as shown in [45] where bigger sampling sizes help to achieve a good F-measure at the expense of increased execution times.
Instance-based linking is similar to entity resolution and the comparative evaluation of entity resolution frameworks faces similar challenges than the evaluation of LD frameworks. The study [30] evaluated several entity resolution tools on several real datasets on publications and product offers of e-commerce web- sites. While the publication-related match tasks were relatively easy to solve, the two e-commerce match tasks turned out to be especially challenging with a maximal F-Measure of only 60 and 71 % for the considered tools. These match tasks have also been used to evaluate further tools including LD frameworks such as LIMES, e.g., in [41, 34] ). Results in [41] confirm the difficulty of the e-commerce match tasks with achieved F-Measure values ranging below 35%.
Observations and outlook
Despite the laudable effort of the OAEI instance matching tracks the comparable evaluation of existing tools for LD is still a largely open challenge. This is mainly because the participation in the OAEI contest has been limited so far and using the OAEI tasks outside the competition limits the comparability of the achieved results as they are typically based on different prerequisites, e.g., the use of training data. Evaluation results on a single system or approach aim at showing their effectiveness and efficiency rather than providing a neutral comparative evaluation between systems. Given the general availability of LD tools it would be a worthwhile investigation to apply them under the same prerequisites on a set of LD tasks similar than in the entity resolution study [30] . Such a study can be facilitated by using the recently proposed Semantic Publishing Instance Benchmark (SPIMBench) [57] which was initiated by the Linked Database Benchmark Council (LDBC) 6 . This benchmark synthetically generates RDF datasets of arbitrary size so that it can be used to evaluate the scalability of LD tools. It also determines the perfect mappings to evaluate match effectiveness.
Conclusion
We investigated eleven LD frameworks and compared their functionality based on a common set of criteria. The criteria cover the main steps such as the configuration of linking specifications and methods for matching and runtime optimization. We also covered general aspects such as the supported input formats and link types, support for a GUI and software availability as open source. We observed that the considered tools already provide a rich functionality with support for semi-automatic configuration including advanced learning-based approaches such as unsupervised genetic programming or active learning. On the other side, we found that most tools still focus on simple property-based match techniques rather than using the ontological context within structural matchers. Fur-thermore, existing links and background knowledge are not yet exploited in the considered frameworks. More comprehensive support of efficiency techniques is also necessary such as the combined use of blocking, filtering and parallel processing.
We also analyzed comparative evaluations of the LD frameworks to assess their relative effectiveness and efficiency. In this respect the OAEI instance matching track is the most relevant effort and we thus analyzed its match tasks and the tool participation and results for the last years. Unfortunately, the participation has been rather low thereby preventing the comparative evaluation between most of the tools. Moreover, the focus of the contest has been on effectiveness so far while runtime efficiency has not yet been evaluated. To better assess the relative effectiveness and efficiency of LD tools it would be valuable to test them on a common set of benchmark tasks on the same hardware. Given the general availability of the tools and the existence of a considerable set of match task definitions and datasets this should be feasible with reasonable effort.
